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Introduction!
!

•  My project explores how we tell time.!
•  Solar time defines a day as the period between the 

sun’s apex in the sky, day to day.!
•  This is determined by the rotation time on its axis with a 

small correction to account for the earth’s rotation 
around the sun.!

•  If the earth’s orbit were totally circular and there were no 
tilt on its axis of rotation, every solar day would be the 
same length throughout the year.!

•  This is not the case: my project explores the details 
between “solar time” and “clock time”.!



Questions Addressed!

•  Is it possible to construct a Polarization Sundial and 
perform accurate measurements with it over a period of 
several months?!

•  Will the accuracy be sufficient to detect the difference 
between solar time and mean solar time as the days go 
by?!

•  Will my measurements be consistent with the “equation 
of time”?!



Polarization Properties of Light!

•  Light is a transverse electromagnetic wave whose 
electric field vibrates perpendicularly to the direction of 
propagation. !

•  If the electric field vibrates in all directions, the light is 
“unpolarized”.!

•  If the light has only one polarization component, it is 
“linearly polarized”.	  



Polariza(on	  of	  Light	  



Polarization of Scattered Light 
Viewed From Below Scattering Point “P”!

•  Scattered light vibrating along the z axis will be observed 
as a plane-polarized transverse wave. !

•  Scattered light vibrating along the x axis is not allowed as 
it is would have originated from a  longitudinal wave. !

•  As a result, the only visible light able to be observed will be 
polarized along the z axis.!



Rotations in Plane of Polarization!

•  When the observation point is the north celestial pole 
(North Star), the celestial sphere and light polarizations 
will rotate within a 24-hour period (15 degrees / hr.).!

•   This polarization rotation effect is depicted below.!



Experimental Apparatus: Polarization Analyzer  
Pointing to Polaris (the North Star)!



Rotate the Dial to Identify the Polarization: 
I Found Repeatability of (+/-) 1°!



Why use the Half-Wave Plate?!

•  The eye is very sensitive to side by side comparison of 
two different shades of grey.!

•  Installing a ½ wave plate strip over the Polaroid polarizer 
results in exactly this effect.!

•  Repeated successive measurements revealed an  
accuracy of roughly (+ / -) 1 degree.!

•  Since the polarization rotates 15° each hour, this 
corresponds to an accuracy of (+ / -) 4 minutes.!



Data Analysis!

•  I took ca. 12 readings of polarization between 7 am and 
4 pm on clear, cloud - free days, over an 80 day period.!

•  I recorded the polarization angle vs. the digital clock 
time.!

•  I plotted the polarization angle vs. time where I assigned 
t = 0 minutes to be 12 AM (midnight).!

•  I performed a linear curve fit, and used the best fit 
equation to determine the polarization angle at exactly              
t = 720 minutes (noon).!



Typical Single Day Experimental Data!



I Observed 31 Minutes of Drift Between Solar 
and Mean Time (11/20/13 to 2/7/14): The Solar 

Days are Getting Longer!!
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Factors Determining the Equation of Time!

•  Eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit—due to the fact that 
the Earth does not orbit around the sun in a perfect 
circle, it’s its angular speed varies at certain points.!

•  Obliquity of the ecliptic--This is a consequence of the 
tilt of the Earth's rotational axis with respect to the 
plane of its orbit.!



The Equation of Time!
•  Describes the discrepancy between two kinds of solar time

—apparent solar time, and mean solar time.!
•  Mean solar time - tracks a fictitious "mean" sun with its 

noon 24 hours apart.!
•  Apparent (or true) solar time can be obtained by 

measurement of the current position (hour angle) of the 
sun.!
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Conclusions!
!

•  I have built a Polarization Sundial and made 
measurements with it over a 80 day period.!

•  My observations of solar time compared to a digital clock 
over that time period revealed a roughly 31 minute drift 
between the two.!

•  This drift is consistent with the calendar dates and the 
established Equation of Time.!

!
•  Future work might focus on nighttime observations of the 

polarization of moonlight relevant to migratory animals 
and issues of light pollution.!


